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The book should attract notice from developmental biologists, anthropologists, and clinical
researchers alike.
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selves serve as conditions that influence component, lower-level processes.
Murphy and Brown take their move away
from the reductive approach to involve something akin to a paradigm shift. They do not
engage in a detailed criticism of reductionist
views. Rather, they sketch in broad outline
ways of thinking about cognition, motivation,
and language that are more in line with an
emergentist point of view. Their discussion is
rich in references to the relevant empirical
research and a valuable resource for those
interested in the literature on emergentism.
The discussion is a bit one-sided at times, and
it would have benefited from a more rigorous
and charitable engagement with reductionist
views. Nevertheless, Did My Neurons Make
Me Do It? is a nicely written, engaging book
that makes a genuine contribution to the growing literature on mental causation.
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